


Who we are?
We are a non-profit social organization
that has been weaving stories of joy and
solidarity since 2011. Our clear mission is
to enhance the quality of life for vulnerable
communities through transformative
projects. 

Our goal is to makea positive impact onthe lives of those inneed, focusing oncreating meaningfulchange.

Watch our institutional video

https://youtu.be/auhon4HH1sI?si=6ahNxB1oaIVacYEH


We undertake projects with a focus on
education, health, water access, and community
development, aiming to empower women and

children. Our close collaboration with local
institutions enhances the effectiveness and

sustainability of our initiatives.



Our Core Beliefs
We firmly believe in the central role of
children and women as the driving force
for positive change in every community.
Acknowledging the crucial role of local
institutions, we emphasize the significance
of collaborative efforts. Our commitment
lies in fostering humble and generous
teamwork, firmly convinced that the time
to act is now.



OUR
PROJECTS

Explore



Rural
Education
Support
With the goal of enhancing the
quality of life in rural communities of
Santiago del Estero, we engage with
rural schools in activities centered
around education, health, nutrition,
and access to water. 

Explore further

https://youtu.be/Oc_ylAc9-3A?si=sSVJXE55Wr4ABwHo


Education
We conduct workshops and
training sessions in Information
and Communication
Technology (ICT) and Literature
for both students and teachers.
Moreover, we offer engaging
activities to foster the creativity
and free spirit of children.



Health
We deliver primary healthcare
services to rural children and youth
through a dedicated volunteer team
comprising professionals in
pediatrics, social work, biochemistry,
dentistry, and nutrition.



Water Access
We offer solutions to ensure
access to safe water for rural
communities. This involves
installing water collection
systems, building cisterns, and
donating water purification filters.



Women
Empowerment
We aim to empower women who are
heads of households by conducting
productive workshops and providing
entrepreneurship training. Our focus is
on fostering their personal and
economic development.

Explore further

https://youtu.be/F-56Vhu2wcg?si=Rl1mQonizQSS9XxN


Corporate
Volunteering
We design and deliver
corporate volunteering
activities to cultivate a sense of
solidarity, turning good
intentions into tangible actions.

Explore further

https://youtu.be/7vuAH-pCIw4?si=AeUZnq5JrDTSacjf


430
families

650 380 52
rural

communities 

are assisted

Our impact

Check out our annual report

2
locations

170

children

women

volunteers
in Buenos Aires and

Santiago del Estero (ARG)
engage in our

activities

receive support for their
personal and economic

development

volunteers have joined
our workshops receive our support

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YpgRmTAzPV7VF3WSp78tj7grFm5mQxKU/view?usp=sharing
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Let’s make change
happen
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